
Le Cirque Du Bout Du Monde

techniqual requirement for the show «     NESTOR     »

Being a solo piece that incorporates juggling and tightrope walking, « Nestor » integrates
physical theatre, poetic circus and subtle clownery. The mute and naive Nestor explores
the  space  with  audacity,  sometimes  clumsiness  and  always  encouraged  by  his
curiosity  to  construct  a  world  out  of  his  dreams.     A visual  play  rich  in  poesie  and
musicality 

creation date: December 2013

duration of the show: 35 min.

audience: 30 - 400 spectators 

staff: 1 artiste and 1 stagehand

assembly time: 2 hours + 2 hours of preparation 

reduction time: 1,5 hours

transport: 16m3

In case of multiple shows: acces at least 2 hours before showtime 

STAGE:

stage dimensions:

The show is played in front of the audience.

The backdrop must be hidden. (theatre drapes, blacks ...)

- Depth - Mini : 6m
- Opening - Mini : 8m
- Height - Mini : 3.20m

ground:

The ground must be flat, hard and without slope. 

LIGHTS: 
stage  lighting  is  fix.  Pre-assembly  and  adjustment  will  be  done  by  a  technician.  The
adjustment will be done with the artist.

- 6 PC 1 KW
- 14 PAR 1KW cp62           (a light map is attached) 
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SOUND:

- A socket 16A in the  backdropjuste behind the stage

 To be supplied by the organizer for a higher audience of 200 people :

- 2 DI for connecting a computer in the backdrop juste behind the stage
- 2 speakers on feet 
- 2 back speackers on set
- A stereo amplifier

LOGE:

- 1 heated loge for the artist.
- The lodge must be equipped with a table, chairs, bins, racks and hangers, mirrors, water,
fruit juice and biscuits.
- Toilets, showers and towels in sufficient quantity are also welcome.
-  A key to the loge will  be given to the artist  to his arrival  and will  be returned to its
departure.
- The artist will need access to the platform two hours before each performances in order
to warm up.

For any possible adaptation thank you to contact us:

Mélissa Roux

Chargée de communication et de diffusion

BP 225

59018 Lille Cedex

mail : diffusioncbm@orange.fr

fix : 0033 (0)3 20 88 48 31 

mobile : 0033 (0)6 50 28 90 57

Felix Roloff 

artistic and techniqual questions

mail : felix.roloff@trol.de

mobile : 0033 - (0)6 68 99 84 45
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